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United Nations Primer~ b~ Sigrid Arne. New York and Toronto: Farrar
and Rinehart, 1945. '$1.25.
The'Big Three: the United.States~ Britain~ Russia~ by David J. Dallin. New
. Haven: Yale University Press, 1945. $2.75.
Jews in the Post-War World~ by Max Gottschalk and Abraham G. Duker.
New York: The Dryden Press, 1945. '$3.00.
The point of formal unity' among these books is that all deal with the
postwar world. The further virtue of bringing th~m together for review
is that they illustrate in some measure the variety and complexity' of postwar problems, and no less the wide variety of the points of view from which
-those problems may be approached. One of the books is a compendium
of general dat.a, one a commentary upon major political forces, one a plea
for a particular minority group. All the areas are important. and all th~
points of view demand atteption.
,
Miss Arne"s work is the primer that its title indica~es. Structurally it
is a narrative of the most important international conferences from the announcement of the Atlantic Charter to the adoption of the Charter of the
United Nations at San Francisco. To the chapters are appended the texts
of relevant official documents. a few of them' abbreviated but most of them
given in full. Thus the little volume becomes a collectipn of source material. valuable and extremely convenient for all studentS of current affairs.
" Miss Arne maintai:qs something of her newspaper style, stepping it
down perhaps a bit, so that her own text comes out at approximately a
high school level of explanation. On the whole it will not be thereby the
less useful for any reader. though the academician may blink at such sentences as, UNo one ever discovered why the innocent Morgenthau was suddenly made a goat."
The w<:.>rk is sufficiently objective to be used for factual information.
Such overtones of opinion as apPear are chiefly on the optimistic side and
reflect the quasi-official tone of final conference speeches. EOlnomists and
historians will question the somewhat naive insistence on a' Uhard peace"
stated wIthout clear reference to the intricate ',questions of Germany's place
in world postwar eronomy. A counterweight on the positive side is the
sense of reality derived from Miss Arne's persOnal a'Cquaintance with many
•
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of the leading figures and from her presence at a number of the gatherings
which she records..
Many of our knottiest problems became visible only after the San Franc~sco Conference adjourned. It is with these, and their bacKgrounds, t1Iat
Dr. Dallin deals. His general app~oath is by this time well known: one of
basic distrust of the present Russian government, leading inevitably topessimism as to Russia's role in international affairs. This time, however,
more than in his earlier works, Dallin operates frankly in the field of opinion
tather than in that of report, and so is appreciably' more effective i~ his
presentation. .
.
The thesis is that Russian imperialism is no leSs active under the ~SOviets
than it was under the Czars. (It appears also to be a great deal more efficient, though Dallin avoids saying so.) The author scores an unquestionable triumph in calling the turn on Russian-backed "revolt" in Northern
Iran, some months before news of the udemocratic" uprising appeared in
our press. He should be heeded also on the point of Russian support of
the Chinese Communists, despite official agreements between the U.S.S.R.
and the Kuomintang. (Aside from the impasse in Manchuria, one may
note in the American wind the significant straw of CIO opposition· to
Chungking and enthusiasm for Yenan.) .
The quarret-among reviewers as to whether DaHin adequately documented his Real. Soviet Russia will not arise this time, for in the nature of
the case documentation is impossible for most of the JIl3.terial. One notes,
however, Dallin's habit of careless statement, now and then, as to details"
as well as to generalities. It scarcely matters, of course, whether Britain's
merchant ,fleet in i939 totalled 17,500,000 tons or ,24,ooo,00o~ but it is
startling to find both figures given, in successive paragraphs on a single
page (p. 15). Here the publisher's staff as well as the author are to be
challenged. SuCh inaccuracies insult the reader and tend (especially so
early in a book) to cast immediate doubt upon the dependability of the entire work.
DaHin does not predict "inevitable war" with Russia. . Indeed he specifically predicts p~ce, but with the proviso that Russia be content to stay
Within her own natural boundaries. Just how Soviet ethnic identity is to
be defined he does not make clear. Since he seems certain that Russian im- .
perialism will continue, the promise of peace in terms of his argument becomes a hollow one.
.
The book will serve a useful purpose if it is read by persons disposed
to easy optimism and by those in whose eyes the Soviets can do no wrong.
That difficulties exist is undeniable, and that our own national policy is
unclear is sadly true. ,Anti-Russians, however, should be kept away from
such works .as· this~ for in them they will find only more fuel ·for the flames
of their hate. The hope for the future indeed cannot lie in ignoring the
issues which ·Dallin discusses; but it must lie in a more constructive attitude .
than Dallin yet has exhibited .
... .Gottschalk:.and Duker.have·.-given.us·more than their title'pr.omises,· in
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what amounts to a history of Jewish life and problems from 1914 to the
present time. Most of the treatment is cautious, qualified, and accurate.
Objectivity breaks down only in_ the handling of the Palestine question,
which is dealt With on the apparent assumption (probably a valid one as
to the American 'public) ,that the reader 'doesn't know either the Arab case
or the British one and won't bother to learn t h e m . '
The ~gedy of Jewry de~ands the widest possible understanding and
the deepest human sympathy.. The problem of Jewry cannot be solved by
admitting 100,000 Jews to Palestine, or 1,000,000; and even the smaller
number would in,tensify the Pale's~inian problem to the point of shattering'
explosion., Only a rational worl'd economy, with the rational laws possible in such an economy, can provide an adequate life for the Jews. Hence
the final urgency of these autb,ors for "a democratic order of society" carries
much more weight than does their plea for repudiation of the 1939 ''White
Paper."
GEORGE

HEDLEY

Pu;blic Journal: Marginal Notes on Wartime America, by Max Lerner.
New York: Th~ Viking Press, 1945. $3.00.
Max Lerner, one of the best editorial· writqs in the business, has collected in one volum~ more than one hundred of the pieces he has written
for the newspaper PM during'1943 and 1944. His is journalism with a vigor
and verve which puts to shame the product of the average newspaper. If
you doubt it, open PublicJoumal at random and 'compare any piece with
the leading editorial in this morning's~edition of your favorite paper. Then
consider what a collection of two-year-old editorials from that paper would
be like.
Lerner, of course, is almost as unique as -an editorial writer as PM is
unique as a newspaper. He was a professor of politica\ science at Williams,
a lecture\- at Harvard, an _editor of tlie Nation, and managing editor of the
Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences. Somewhere along the line ~ he became one of the ~ost lucid prose 'stylists of our day.
- Hissubjeets here range over the whole field of daily news. But whether
he is writing on "The Two Thirds Rule and the Peace" or on "Errol Flynn
Unbound," his pieces have a quality about them which keeps them from
being ephemeral. His learning, which never obtrudes, and his fighting belief in democracy~ which is never reticent, male this an exciting volume.
His command of language makes it a very satisfying one.
COLEMAN

ROSENBERGER

Man Against Pain: the. Epic of A1I:esth.esia, 1?y Howard Mey Raper. New
York.: Prentice:-Hall, Inc:, ~945._ $3.50. _
Dr. Howard Riley Raper is a nationally -recognized dental autho~ty
and the originator of a._method of examining the teeth bY.:X-ray. Twenty
years 'ago he became interested in:the-.subjeet of anesthesia; Man Against
,
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. Pain is the result of that interest. Anyone who has ever had the experience
of having Dr. Raper X-ray a tooth knows his approach to fact finding.
Every tiny speck in the picture is evaluated; every blur or'shadow is explained so thoroughly that when all the facts are assembled for the final
diagnosis, the patient certainly knows that there has been no guessing about
that molar of his. If the tooth "has to come out" the patient accepts the
inevitable with an ounce or so of Raper-distilled wisdom and understanding.
This same approach to .fact finding is obvious in his book. With assur"
ance and sk,ill he builds a dramatically factual framework for the epic'by
tracing man's fight against pain through the ages; and· then against that
background he projects the four men whom the modern world has identified
with the discovery of anesthesia, namely: Long, Wells, Jackson, and Morton~
From the point of view of craftsmanship, the author has used a fascinating
techp.ique. On a scholarly and definitive foundatiop, he uses a subjective
approach to all phases of the subject; as a result there is established an
in~imate author-reader contact through the medium of philQsophical observations, flashes of wit, and manifestations of the highest ethical ideals. This
personal approach, however, never interferes with the main purpose of giving
the reader the truth and the results of twenty years,pf scholarly research.
It is in the presentation of the four men mentioned above that Dr. Raper's
investigative method is most apparent. The biographical shadows and highlights of each man are sil1.cerely drawn, and the contributions of each 'are
critically evaluated. At this point in the epic the reader pauses to exclaim,
"This story just can't be true. Destiny could not have been so cruel to
Wells. Morton's race for recognition as the discoverer of anethesia could
not have been so ruthless." But the X-ray eviden~e is there, and the reader
has no alternative but to accept the tragedy, the defeat, and the frustration
which fate spread around all the men concerned before permitting the
triumph to occur.
.
Man Against Pain is a story for everyman, for pain is everyman's concern. It is a story of suffering and sorrow out of which was. born man's
greatest gift to mankind. No one is more aware of this blessing than Dr.
Raper. His appreciation of it is there-shining through his book.

.

J U L I A*

K

E L E HER

Argentin~ Diary,

by Ray Josephs. New York: Random House,. 1944. $3.00.
On the fourth of June, .1943, a force of the regular Argentine-army,
commanded by General Arthur Rawson, marched from the barracks of
Campo de Mayo to the Presidential Palace and deposed President Castillo.
Once more in Latin America the army was intervening in politics. Once
more the Argentine., government was in the hands o~a ~litary clique.
During the regime of the deposed president, there had existed strict censorship in Argentina. This censorship has continued through the military
governments of ~wson, Ramirez, and Farrell until the present. Joseph's
work is the first effort in the form of ,a book written in the English language
which succe'eds in breaking that censorship. It is, as its title indica~ a
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diary: a chronological na~ation of the events which took place in Argentina
from the time of the military coup until January, 1944, when the author was
forced, to leave the country.
This book not only succeeds in its purpose of unhesitatingly exposing .
the political picture in Argentina, but it is also. of incalculable value for ..
the study of the rarely practiced branch of the social' sciences known as .
political analysis. The confusion of foreign statesmen, the vacillation of
the United States State Department, the disorientation of the democratic
forces within the country, the propaganda methods peculiar to totalitarian
regimes used by the 'government, the symbols employed by those in power
to plac;~te the masses and to appease foreign gov~rnments-all stand out with
startIiJ:;tg clarity in Joseph's diary.
The much-celebrated recognition of the Ramirez regime by the United
Stat~s in the be~ief that the coup was a democratic one, the initial support
given to the movement by the Radical Party (which now forms a part 'of :"
the opposition), the formation by Peron (today Argentina's strong man and
. president) of the Group of United Officers, the machinations of the German
Embassy, the jubilance of the Catholic Church over its renewed control of
education, i!ll these are facts which bear out the disorientation of the democratic forces and nations and the. trl.J.e nature of the present Argentinianregime.
.
The book is excellent and achieves its goal. Our only regret is that it
apparen~ly has not been read sufficiently. Only this assumption can explain
the fact that a government'wliich seized power by the methods described
by Josephs is today seated at the U.N.O. conference in London and with
its voice and its vote intervenes in the organitation of world peace.
MIGUEL

JORRI'N

The ,Knights of the Cape and Thirty-seven Other Selections from the
'Tradiciones PeruanaS' of Ricardo Palma~ selected, translated from the
Spanish, and with an Introduction by Harriet de Onis. Foreword by
Jose Rollin de la Torre-Bueno y Thorne. New York: Alfred A. Knopf;f
1945· $2'50'
Here are translated for the first time into English selections from one
of the great Latin-American classics. The author, Ricardo Palma, lived
from 1833 to 1919. For a short time he followed the sea; later he dabbled in
politics"an4 was a~political exile from Peru; but for the,greater part of his
life he was curator of the National Library in Lima. There he found opportunity to delve into historical manuscripts; and combining facts from these
with legends and old tales he had heard since childhood, he wove all
together into the delightful, semi-historical, largely imaginative tales collected in his four volumes of Tradiciones Peruanas.
In this little volume Senora de Onis has se,lected thirty-eight stories
from the Tradiciones to give a good representation of the tales in more or
less chronological order, according' to the years in which the events related
occurred. The first, which gives the title to the book, is a tale of the twelve
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hidalgos, supporters of the youngerAImagro against Don Francisco Pizarro
about the middle of the sixteenth century. Other tales follow, extending
well into the nineteenth century-tales of political intrigu,ej amours among
people of rank, .of revolts of natives against the SpanisH~ of great )adies
whose wits were tempered like Toledo blades, of soldiers, hidalgos Creoles,
greedy friars, and descendants of the Incas, all trapped out in splendid array
for the pageant that was Peru under the viceroys. History is blended with
hearsay and enlarged and embroidered by the author's invention and by
rich and ready touches of humor to make rollicking ~tories. Palma's racy,
piquant comic sense evokes a chuckle from the bloodiest scene. He mocks
legend, superstition, the Church, and the glory that was Spain, lovingly,
gently. Alas, he says "this nineteenth century in which we are living could"
.not be more prosaic. The devil no longer appears on Ramas hill, the hobgoblins df?n't throw rocks or burst into houses, there are no miracles or
saintly apparitions, and not even the souls in purgatory· think of favoring us
with a tawdry little procession."
Harriet de Onis has admirably preserved in English the zest of the
"Spanish wit, the neat turn of phrase, and Palma's intimate, almost conversational manner of relating the., stories. The necessity for turning to the
glossary in the back of the book for clarification of some untranslatable
Hispanisms has been minimized, and each historical epis~de is clear and
enjoyable in itself without need of explanatory footnotes.
J

\...

MARY

WICKER

;.
-;

Pioneer Jesuits in Northern Me~icoJ by Peter Masten Dunn,e. Berkeley and
Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1944. $3.00.
This is the third volume in a series of studies dealing with the work
of the Jesuits in Spanish North America. It is concerned with the expansion
of Jesuit missions in the country north of Zacat~cas, especially in the mountains north of Durango and to the east. The author relates the coming of
the Jesuits, the work of bringing Indians to accept Christianity, the baptisms
and successes and failures of these brave padres. Many customs of the
various Indian groups are set forth, and the different tribes and their locations are given. Then follows the relation of the Tepehuan Indian revolt
of "1616. The martyrdom of sincere Christian pioneers and the crushing
of the revolt by Spanish troops, the destruction of the country, mines, farms
and homes, and the loss of life, both Spanish and Indian, are all ably
retold. The next chapters provide an account of the reconstruction, the
initial aid given the venture by an old Tepehuan woman with official sanc"tion, and the work of Father Lomas.
Certain sage reflections upon the nat1\reS' most casual acceptance of
Christianity and the ease with which the Indians slip back into their old
ways show the author's realistic approach to his subject.
Covering tlle years from 1593 to 1630, the book is well documented and
carefully written. One wishes that the accompanying map were better,
for many 'place~ mentioned are omitted: rivers and other landmarks that
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would aid the reader greatly ih visualizing the areas described could be
added. Identifying encomienda with ranch (p. 28) again shows the old
confusion on that subject. The author's Jesuit point of view is perhaps·
unavoidable.
'
An excellent essay on sources and a short, fine bibliograpny conclude
a vohllIi.e th~t is a distinct contribution to missionary history of north
Mexico.
DOROTHY

WO.ODWARD

Texas: an Informal Biography, by Owen P. ~ite. New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1945.$3.50.
The Garrison of Fort Bliss I849-19I6, by M. H. Thomlinson. EI Paso,
Texas: Hertzog and Resler, 1945. No price indiCated.'
.
The Old California T1y.il: Traces in Folklore and Furrow, by Julia Cooley
Altrocchi. Caldwell, Idaho: The Caxton 'Printers, 1945. $4.00.
A vast Western territory settled by the hardy, the adventurous, and the
hunted; a l~ne frontier garriSon attempting to protect ~em and to keep
marauding:Indians in check; a trail to the West beckoning always toward
virgin land farther on and promising escape to the restless when new neighbors crowded close. . .. Those:,three things .were the essence of the relentless push toward the sunset that brought our nation at last to span a continent. For that reason, the gr01,1p 'of books listed above has a special significance. It provides, in miniature, a library of the westward expansion of
America.
Owen P. White's Texas has" for its subtitle An Informal Biography.
That fortunate phrase expresses the tone of. the work exactly, for Mr.
White sees his Texas as a beloved individual with a vivid personality all its
own. And, like most modern biographies, this one expresses the character
of the biographer almost as forcibly as that of its subject. Let the orthodox
student of 'Texas. history beware of this book, then, on pain' of bitter ·dis~lu·
sionment. He· will find its pages marred with passages of sly, disrespectful
humor. lie will resent the debunking of many of his favorite pioneer heroes.
He may not object to the flippancy with which modems like Jim ferguson'
and W. Lee O'Daniel are treated; but he can never forgive the description
~of Sam Houston as a "loud-talking, h~d~drinking son of the Tennessee
hills," "an eloquent braggart" with "an irresistible desire to strut." He
will also find it hard to reconcile Mr. White's enthusiastic picture of the
"pure, unshirted hell" that prevailed in pione~r cow towns ,with his previous
conception of the righteous struggle of his forebears against frontier hardships and scalp-collecting Indians. That is why I warn conservatives to
beware. The author has done a good ,and entertaining job of presenting a
White's-eye view of "developments in Texas from 1536 to World War. II,
but hurt feelings are bound to result.
In contraSt with Mr. White's Texas, The Garrison of Fort Bliss, by M.
H. Thomlinson is· a small, serious volume which presents a ch{onological
account of the troops stationed at that post from 1849 until 1916. In

{'

.~

$
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addition to material from the War Department Annual.Reports designating
the occupying troops, the author has gleaned from early journals and records
information about the life of the pioneer soldiers and their role in subduing the Indians. Illustrated with sketches and' pictures of the post in
its infancy, this book is an invaluable addition to the library of anyone
interested in early Army life.
The California-Oregon Trail was the ultimate link in the chain that
dragged the American frontier across the Rockies to the Pacific. Companion
books on that_ subject are The California TTail, by Julia Cooley Altroccht listed above, and Irene Paden's In the Wake of the Prairie Schooner, recently
reviewed in these columns. The two books travel the same trail for about
two thirds of the way; then Mrs. Paden's schooner branches off on the
Oregon Trail. Naturally, there is a good deal of repetition of incidents,
but in many ways these books are excellent supplements for one another.
Mrs. Altrocchi's particular contribution is her emphasis on the folklore
which the Trail inspired and which has been reflected in literature from
that day to this. The author gives us quotations from a wide variety of
sources. Selecting at random, we find descriptions of the Trail arid its
people from Mark Twain and Bret Harte, from the unknown' poet Joe
Utter and Stephen Vincent Benet, from Francis Parkman and Herbert E.
Bolton. This is, so far as I know, the first published book which attempts
to present the folklore and related literature of the entire Trail. I predict
that it will not be the last. A complete compilation, devoted to that subject
alone, would be of immense interest to students of the Trail.
Each of the books discussed above is an entity in itself. They cannot
be c9mpared in any literary sense and yet they are fundamentally related
in that they express, each in its own way, one ·facet of our W~ern
development.
.~
THELMA

;

-

CAMPBELL

The Golden Hoof, by Winifred Kupper. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.,
1945· $2·75The Golden Hoof proved to be completely disappointing to this reviewer, who anticipated an interesting and informative book. Proposing a
history of the sheep industry of the Southwest, Mrs. Kupper begins with an
- introduction to Robert Maudslay, veteran sheepman of West Tex~s. This
transplanted Englishman," who came to the Southwest plains in. 1880,
learned the sheep business through hard experience. He taught the author,
his kinswoman, who was then in her 'teens,' how to care for an!\. manage
sheep. From this beginning the author comes to see Maudslayin a different light. "He belonged to a special breed of Texans who, with their
Spanish prototype in New Mexico, were as important a factor in the history
of the Southwest as the buffalo hunter, the mountain man, the outlaw, the
Indian fighter, the squatter, or the cowman."
With the sheep as central interest, the author presents the coming of
the Spanish churros in the trains of Coronado and Onate. She proce'eds
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through the historic events of the Pueblo Re..volt, the reconquest by De ..
Vargas, and the adoption of sheep by the Navahos. After a discussion of
"Don Merino" in his Europ~an background and dissemination, the author
investigates his importation t-o the Southwest to 'mix with the Spanish
churr.o of earlier history. ,There follows a presentation of the Mexican
sheepherder, the partido system, the coming of the sheepmen to Texas, the'
practice of the long drive to markets, the range war, the dangers of blizzards,
droughts, and prairie fires, the closing of the open range, and the present-day
<i
marketing of wool and meat.
The narrative, so· filled with possibilities, is marred throughout by gross
inaccuracies which make itS value most questionable. Even the most casual
reference to a secondary history of the Southwest, let alone sources,' would
show that Coronado had some intention of colonizing had the country been
rich in minerals, as he was led to believe (p..18). Though it may be ~ore
difficult to ascertain that Tiguex was a province, not a single site (p. 18),
.no authentic' account would say that Coronado returned to Mexico in
1543 (p. 18), or that Onate (misspelled Onante) came eighteen years later
. (1561) 'or in 1558, both of which statements appear within the same paragraph! (pp. 18, 19). The continuous misspelling of Onate throughout the
account is entirely indefensible. ,And a statement that "the first foreign
sheep came to the New World, two hundred years ,before a settler of North
European blood set foot upon it. . . . "is ludicrous (p. 19).
.
.Errors almost as glaring occur throughout~ently both chronology and presentation are most confused. It· is regrettable thqt a reputable
publisher would print such mate!ial without coqection. There '!Ie no
attempts to explain terms such as latigos7 conch'as (p. 7), juajilla (p'. 86),
horse trap anq. b,uck pasture' (p.' 89), and others. There is no consistent
use of italics. Reference is made to "the old Spanish trail'~ .(p. 23) as if
there were only one; to "the War" (pp. 62, 63) as if the Civil War were
always so designated; to the Cleveland administration (p. 91) when the
author means to refer to the first term specifically., These are only'a few
samples of the ,carelessness in writing.
When speaking in the, reminiscent tongue of Robert Maudslay the
author presents interesting material; an<;l because it is reminiscence, it is
accepted as such. But fine history and a splendid theme have been largely
invalidated by the inaccuracies and confusions which fill the ,volume. A
few pages of notes indicate interesting sources. There is:no bibliography,
DO index.
.
~

<~

-

f. .~

-~

\

DORQTHY' WOODWARD

"

,- 1

Days and l'{ights7 by Konstantine ~imonov; translated ,from the Russian by
Joseph' Barnes. New York: SImon and Schuster, 1945· $2.75.'
The Ballad and the Source, by Rosamond Lehmann. New York: Reynal and
Hitchcock, 1945· $2·75·
Prater Violet 7 by Christopher Isherwood. New York: Rand~p1 House, 1945.
$2.00.
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The Captain of St. Margaret1s, by Ferenc Molnar; translated by Barrows
Mussey. New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1945. $2.50.
The Folded Leaf, by William Maxwell. New York and London: Harper
and Brothers, 1945. $2.50.
Indian Paul, by John Moore. New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company,
1945. $2.00.
Swing Low, by Edwin A. Peeples. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1945.
$2.50.
Rooster Crows for Day, by Ben Lucien Burman. New York: E. P. Dutton
and Company, Inc., 1945. $2.50.
Four of these novels came from abroad four are domestic; none of
them belongs precisely either to the literature of knowledge or the literature
of power, to use De Quincey's categories, but each illustrates a literary
problem, especially when it fails to solve one.
Days and Nights has been projected as the first Soviet nonpropaganda
novel, but this disclaimer is no recommendation of its literary .qualities.
It is, no doubt, an excellent firsthand report of the Siege of Stalingrad, but
as anything except a tribute to military heroism and strategy it is unsuccessful. In its pages there is not a valuable insight or characterization beyond
the range of a good journalistic eye, not one example of literary fortification
'of the actual. The critics who have helped Messrs. Simon and S~uster
advertise the ~ok widely, better known for their respectability of opinion
than for their~ acumen, have apparently confused this earnest and dull
'chronicle with Tolstoyan realism. The events are more interesting than
the people swept up in them~Simonov's,intention, possibly, but a barren
one for a novelist. The Ballad and the Source comes to us fr~m England.
As a novel of sensibility it lies midway in successfulness between such an
att-empt as Elizabeth Hardwick's The "Ghostly Lover and Jean Stafford's
Boston Adventure, showing how it is possible to enrich the tentative perceptions of the former by practiced maturity, while not accomplishing the
union of the single and the multiple experience in the latter. The scheme
of Miss Lehmann's novel involves the oblique revelation of character: the
disclosure of Mrs. Jardine's complexities as they are dramatized, for the
benefit of a child mind, by five narrators. Miss Lehmann fulfills the first
obligation of a social novelist: she interests us in her people.. . Ironically
enough, we learn more abQut the narrators than we do of their subject
or of the prodigious young lady who takes the recital of pride, frustration,
and evil in 4er ~tride. Miss Lehmann's style is impressive, not simply by
virtue of its Gotliic splendors of phrasing, but also. by the texture of traditional references that enrich the cultural complex she is re-evoking (England" pre-World-War-One) and the decadence which she is repudiating.
Her book reminds us again of the superior allusiveness of the best European
novels against which th~ American product is, by comparison, bar];>arically
devoid of intellectual context and mellowness.
Prater Violet is also from England, the England of Piccadilly. ChristO.
pher Isherwood is a confrere of W. H. Auden, an~ this short fable is pointed
l
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with the metallic brilliance and febrility that characterize the work of his
friend and senior satirist. Prater Violf!t is an engaging divertissement,.
lighter in final effect than its cosmic inferences are supposed to gain for it.
Against the background of the Vienna Anschluss of 1932, Isherwood has
written a breezy satire of movie plaking in England of the same year, centered on his involvement with a Graustarkian production supervised by an
Austrian director of terror-stricken conscience and sanguine temperament.
Entertaining though the book is, i't is written from the top of the nerves
and does not merit the overloaded, raptures breathed for it by the metropo}itan press.
A critic w:ith a conscience as~overanxious as Isherwood's, turning from
Prater Violet to Molnar's The Captain of St. Margaret's, might well don hi~
hair shirt and provide himself with a convenient reviewing transition by
asserting gloomily tha,t the latter v0lume delights in the very Weltanschauung that prepared the' two European wars and the tragedy of 'all refugee
film makers. For -myself, I am content to consider Molnar's account of
the effervescence and fall of an unregenerate Hungarian rake with no more
seriousness but as much sympathetic risibility as I would a movie of Sacha
Guitry or Ernst Lubitsch. '
~
.
On the American ledger, The Folded Leaf is by far the' best novel of
those assmbled here; in my reading. experience it is the best novel of last year. With compassion and asperity, William Maxwell has written a study
of American adolescence that is wholly moving in conception and detail,
a study that prof!ts from the most valuable contribution to art made possible
by this century: the union of the clinical and the poetic. In synoptic chap-·
ters inlaid between the sequences of the story, Maxwell has given dimension
to his pathetic narrative of growing pains by psychiatric and anthropological
excursion. The rite~ of adolescence in a Chicago public school are counterpointed by those of New Guinea natives, and the separateness of Lymie
Peters and of his father is set off against the communality of the Mexican
peon. Maxwell occasionally touches the Saroyan fringe, and the outCome of
. )..ymie's conflict is not entirely convincing. In the main, however, 'sense is
in firmer control than sensibility. The fusion of nqvelist and professional
psychologist secures the experience as social phenomena and poignant drama
simultaneously.
.
Indian Paul should have been as shocking a microcosm' of man's inhumanity to man in the American scene as The Folded Leaf (or The
Ox-Bow Incident, which it suggests),< but John Moere obviously does not
know that in addition to a good idea and a new typewriter ribboQ.~ a novelist
needs a sharp eye and equally sharp ears. Underplayed violence is a familial
and welcome condition of many contemporary novels. Moore's is not so
'much underplayed as underdone. By comparison with Moore's complete
inability to smell, see, or hear any of the stuff of reality, Edwin Peeples'
persistent and intimate care for detail in his first novel, Swing Low, is more
exciting than it might seeni in more eminent company. This anecdotal history ~f a country Negro's desperate year in Billiard Hollow, A,t1anta, adds
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. nothing to Paul Green's or DuBose Heyward's or Richard Wright's picture
of the dark South. But when Erskine Caldwell can receive serious- consideration, by the force of his reputation alone, for such literary trash as
Tragic Ground~ one may well encourage Mr. Peeples by declaring the honesty and skill of his handiwork. He has watched the mutations of the
.seasons with the loving accuracy of a naturalist, listened to Atlanta dialect
with the fidelity of a lexicographer, and set down the smells, the parapheY- .
. nalia, the relationships of the Negro-White fringe with the relentless,
clerical patience of a New Deal welfare worker.. Swing Low is a not-unimportant addition to the lengthening shelf of literary indictment of the South.
Further indictment is offered by the fact that Rooster Crows for Daya smug, pallid, folksy, quasi-Mark Twain, slick..-paper. hunk of whimsy
concerning the adventures of a nauseating pair of Mississippi River boatmen, nauseatingly named Little Doc and Poppy, on the rivers of Africareceived the Thomas Jefferson Southern Award of $2500 for "the best
book manuscript submitted by a Southern author" (Suhr)~ It is not impertinent to conclude that in a country where this kind of judgment is possible
and where the kind of social experience recorded in The Folded Leaf~ Indian
Paul~ and Swing Low is equally possibltt it is a piracle that one is still permitted to practic~ literary criticism.
VERNON A. YOUNG

The Short Stories of Henry James~ selected and edited, with an Introduction
by Clifton Fadiman. New York: Random House, 1945. $3.00.
The Q~estion of Henry James~ a Collection of Critical Essays~ edited by
F. W. Dupee. New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1945· $3.75.
This review is mostly bibliographical. Suggesting how well these two
present collections compare with earlier or potential ones may count more
with neophytes and initiates at the :James altar than will one more revaluation of James or his critics. It is less un-Jamesian than some may think to
ask whether the. reader is getting value-not metanumismatically but in
terms of dollars.
' .
"The Fadiman collection prints seventeen short stories out of more than
four times that many. Mr. Fadiman's choice strikes me as good. By
choosing freshly and with sincerity, he has avoided the recognized best.
His book includes only two or three of the familiar anthology pieces. Of
items in previous James collections it has four.
The person who has a good many books by James will want to add The
Short Stories to his shelves. But the person who has not should consider the
three other collections brought out since 1941. As an introduction to James,
or indeed as an advanced course, I should first recommend Richardson's
Representative Selections (American Book Company). This volume, including seven tables and seven essays along with, fine critical apparatus,
sells at about half the price of Fadiman's. As a book containing more solid
fictions than either, I should next recommend Rahv's Short Novels (Dial
Press), even with its textual misdemeanors. But because the ~aper falls
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short of that used in a telephone directory, I cannot do much more than
nod in passing at Matthiessen's Stories of Writers and Artists (New Directions). In spite of their economies in editing or manufacture, the Rahv and
Matthiessen volumes cost more ~an the other two..
With all these, the use of James' original or revised edition must enter
into our consideration. James tPought it should. If a reader, he wrote of
his "collective and revised arid prefaced" works, "is not minded somehow
to obtain access to that form of them, ignoring any others, he forfeits half,
or Inuch more than haH, my confidence." Mr. Rahv has ignored this injunction, and forfeits his reader's' confidence by admitting guilt only on the
last page of the book. Matthiessen's collection lises the revised text, as he
assures the reader at the beginning. Mr. Richardson has not only followed
the revised text when it was available, but has included full publication
da~a on each selection-a practice that distinguishes his volume from all the
others. Mr. Fadiman has used the. revised text too. This statement is based
on a letter from his publisher, for as is customary with Random H~use re.
prints no indication of the text appears in the book itself.
Yet even those editors who follow the revised form forfeit a half of a
half of James' confidence by not printing the prefaces. This omission is of
utmost importance, for no author has define4 his work so thoroughly as
J ames did in his final edition. The Fadiman book quotes from the prefaces
more extensively than does any of the others, let it be said. Let it ,be noted
too that Mr. Fad!man's own remarks, chitchat and preachment though they
are, still provide acceptable supplement to more formal exegesis.
Dupee's book of criticisms on James satisfies me less than the Fadiinan '
collection of stories. Here my standard is that of potential rather than of !
past publication. .Nothing of this sort has been dene,. though since 1918 i
five periodicals. have published "James numbers," from =which seven of the i
twenty-six selections in the Dupee volume are drawn. A set of these num-,!
bers, four of which could certainly be bought for less than the book, would!
have certain adyantages for reader or collector. ,The price of the book might
well raise an OPA eyebrow.
!
As the publisher blurbs it, the basis of Mr. Dupee's choice is a fia~
"best." The choice can be defended more· easily on this criterion than 0ll
that of representativeness, which seems to be the one advanced by the editdt
(p. Ix). Chronologically, the distribution is fairly sound, each decade after
1900 being represented by about five essays. The presence of only one essay
before 1900 seems a fault, though .justification could be offered. I:..e.ss defensible is restriction in the variety of critical approaches, named in the in. troduction as "textual, historical, psychological, ~metaphysical, etc." nose
represented are nearly all "metaphysical," with one or two dabs at psy_·
chology (nc;>ne from professionals)' and some biographical brushwork. If
by "historical" Mr. Dupee me~ns "sociological," he gives representation
there. But if he .means "historical" in the more usual sense, he has no example. Is the lack of even a single paper in this volume that fully utilizes
the techniques of scholarship to be taken as evidence. for the bankruptcy: of
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traditional philology or the intolerance of current criticism? Among can-·
didates for inclusion were two fine textual studies (by F. O. Matthiessen and
R. A. Gettman) and two approaches informed by sound h!storical scholarship (by Cornelia P. Kelley and Lyon N. Richardson).' R. N. Foley's dissertation on periodical criticism of James, though "plodding" as the word is
for thorough work, could have served as a corrective for. the loose statements
on James' reputation that often appear.
These reproaches do not deny t4at the book contains work on James
from which every serious reader will profit. I went to it with my own
prejudiced dema~ds for several specific papers, of which only two failed
to appear. Even the essay by Arvin that I hoped for was praised by Mr.
Dupee in his introduction, and the satire by H. G. Wells would have appeared if permission had been granted. I did not expect to find an index of
J ames' characters, which should have its usefulness, or a reprinting of Richardson's bibliography of studies on James. Since the Richardson bibliography appeared in 1941, a great m~ny new entries ought to have been
added. When bibliography is as thorough and dependable as Mr. Richardson's, it deserves to be brought up· to date.
Though neither book thus rates a "best buy," both deserve appreciation
Jor providing what is not provided elsewhere. While university presses in
the supposed interest of the humanities busily engage in vanity publishing,
it remains for trade or textbook publishers to provide the essentials. Only
academic optimism fondly asks for more.
GEORGE

ARMS

Russian Fairy Tales~ translated by Norbert Guterman; illustrated by A.
Alexeieff. New York: Pantheon Books, Inc., 1945· ~h.50.
The more than 150 tales, fables, and rimes contained in this volume
are selected from the store of the famous nineteenth-century Russian folklorist, Afanasiev. For centuries these stories were told in the homes of peasants, related by nurses and tutors to the children of the Ilobility, and served
up by professional storytellers in the courts of the czars. During the period
of Romanticism, folklorists and antiquarians became much interested in
these native materials, but as late as. the end of the eighteenth century,Russian critics and publishers scorned the literary value of folklore as
"' . . . waste of paper, quills, ink, printers' type, not to mention the labor of
the gentleman of letters.'''
'
Now in English translation, these unpolished tales of native wisdom,
cunning, and wit grappling with natural and supernatural forces, groping
towards the Utopian sublime, are more tough-fibered onthe whole than the
more familiar GrimmS' and compare favorably with them. Divided roughly
into three separate story types-animal fables, domestic fables, and fairy
tales-the plots fITe simple, even elementary, with incident developing from
incident. Characters recurring in the various tales, altered somewhat from
story to story to suit the flair, or the experience and occupational reference,
of the storyteller, parallel similar ones in Grimms' and more particularly
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in the Arabian Nights. A certain primitive earthiness pervades unearthltr
phenomena-a tone, of stolid atceptance of circumstance and misadventure.'
The moraliiing note fo~nd in the more polished and adapted native ~es
of Western Europe is almost totally absent in this version of the Russian
. ones. In the light of historic knowledge, many of the stories appear subtly
prophetic, deC!! to the socia-political interpretation and readily revisable by
slight shifts of emphasis into the social fable of the ·new regime. Likewise,
the c~ntered attention on' the strictly,Russian terrain, Russian practices and
customs, national· heroes and heroines, argues emphasis upon the new
nationalism.
'
All the devices for tale telling-all the character~ and properties to
satisfy the expectancy-may be found· in this remarkable collection. The
translator, Norbert Guterman,- has retained the color and charm of _me
story-tale convention by preserving the bluntness of the narrative style, the
quaintness of the native idiom, as well as the unmistakable presence of the
storyteller- sweeping the reader baCk. to the scene of the narration: the
peasant cottage, th~ nursery, or the royal feast. For the adult reader who
craves some tangible evidence of the reality which lies behind the unreality
of fairy tales, an illuminating set of notes is provided, as well as a chap~er
of commentary, by Roman Jakobson, upon the history of the Russian fairy,
tale. The excitingly imaginative drawings of A. Alexeieff, the illustrator,
are more effective in color than in the monotonously sturdy, somewhat toneless black and white. This translated collection is'a valuable contribution
to the world treasury of folklore and should take a place in populari~y with
readers, both young and adul~,. alongside the tales of Grimm, Anaerson,
and the Arabian Nights.
'
~

ADA

RUTLEDGE

Victoria T hrQugh the Looking-Glass: the Life of Lewis Carroll, by Florence
Beck~r Lennon. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1945. $3.50..
. The mystery of the Oxford bachelor scholar who so marvelously
mingled mathematics and 'nonsense will ever remain one of' the most intriguing facets of that~complex semicivilization called Victorianism. That
Charles LU,twidge Dodgson can ever be satisfactorily explained is more than
doubtf~l. That his career and personality are among the most challenging
and interesting of an age. oyerflowing with challenge and interest ismu~
more certain~ The author of treatises on Euclid and on determinants and
of Curiosa ¥-athematica, was also about t4e best amateur photographer of
his time and one of the first; he was 'a man who loved' and charmed little
, girls, not merely Alice Liddell, daughter of the great Greek lexicographer,
and tHe ori~al Alice and her two sisters, but a succession of others, including Mary Hilton Badcock, the model for Tenniel~s Alice; and he was
the author'of those unmatched masterpieces Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-GlO-fs. Countless thousands of children can
in later years attest that no other. childbook, no f~iry tale or myth, n9 tale
of derring-do or£ magic, evoked anything like the same dreamy w~rld of
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imagination and fun. Empty of at least one wide realm of beauty and delight is the life of every child who misses it, and the adult Carroll fans are
legion. Yet I know those, grownups( who call themselves wise, who sneer
at the Adventures and withhold them from their children. All I can do is
pity them, and if I could I would smuggle to everyone of their bereft offspring the golden book, never without the indispensable accompaniment of
Tenniers illustrations. Even the dullest child with the most reca.Icitrant
parent could 106k at them. And I would throw in The Hunting of the
Snark to be sure the dose would serve, though more as a bittersweet allegory
for the benighted parents, whose snark hunting has come to so little.
Well, the immediate subject is Miss (or Mrs.) Lennon's new biography
of the author of all these marvels. It is a thorough job, excellently written, and well equipped with bibliographies, illustrations, some of them Dodgson's own photographs, and tables. It is a record of a considerable ,slice of
the Victorian age and so is of large interest to all who study that period.
But first of all it will reveal intimately to every adult Alice enthusiast who
wishes to know her creator' the complex man who gave the language of
wonder a new voice. Ideas, events, persons, meanings in Carroll's work are
unraveled and his personality and genius ~re explained. That will be done
again and again. Meanwhile, it is to be hoped, more and more generations
of boys and girls will find delight in the Mad H'!tter and the Ugly Duchess.
Most of them will not bother much about the maladjustments of the manwho made them or about the reactions to his times imbedded in the magic
stories, but if they do, Victoria Through the Looking-Glass will serve them
well.
.
. C. V. WICKER
Memorie~

and Opinions: an Unfinished AutobiographY7 by Q., edited by
S. C. Roberts. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1945. $1.50.
"There ain't going to be no Reminiscences, never-never," wrote Sir
Arthur T. Quiller-Couch in reply to ,his publisher, S. C. Roberts; yet ~this
small volume of 103 pages is the welcome result of a change of mind. There
are only four chapters and a fragment pf a fifth on which '~Q" was working
at the time of his death in 1944. This then is a Victorian item, dealing as
it does with the author's early years, the four comRleted chapters being
devoted to his boyhood homes in CorJlwall and Devon, his schooling at
Newton Abbot and at Clifton, and his undergraduate life at Trinity College, Oxford. The fragmentary fifth section begins his career as a writer,
his lectureship In the classics at Oxford~ and his use of the long vacations as
a private tutor at Petworth. Had this autobiography been completed we
would possess a very rich book, for· Q as novelist, professor, critic, and
anthologist knew everyone in the worlds of literature and educatiop from
_' the early eigaties to his death and was a keen, humanistic observer of men
and books. Much as we may regret that this w':!.s not to be, we may take
gentle pleasure in the fragment we have, recognizing in the comments on
family
friends, books and nature, if not a writer of the first rank, one
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at least whom it is good to know. Among his more than fifty books this .' .
·one, although it may be the smallest, will be one of the most pleasant.
.
C. V. WICKER:
<

The Bogey of Economic Maturity, oy George Terborgh. Chicago: Machin-·
e.ry and Allied Products Institute, 1945.
.
When the theory of economic maturity was first broached in the late
.thirties many economists considered theFnew idea merely crackpot, and
passed it off with a shrug. Economic literature is replete with riebulous
theories and proposals, and economists are pron~ to pay little att~ntion to
them unless they "catch on" and promise to do evil to the economy. The
theory of economic maturity, however, could not be shrugged off easily,
sinc~ its chief sponsor was Dr. Alvin H. Hansen, economist of Harvard
University, and since it was given wide publicity during' the coutse of the
hearing in 1939 of the. Temporary National EconQmic Committee. That
the theory has had consideraBle influence on practical politics and federal
.economic policy no one can deny. Ideas, whether .sound or unsound, are 't
potent forces. As Lord Keynes says, "The ideas of economists and political_
philosophers, both when they are right and when they are wrong, are more
powerful than is commonly unders~ood. Indeed the world is ruled by little
else ... it is ideas, not vested interests, that are dangerous for good or eviI.''.
George Terborgh, a first-rate economist in his own right, has undertaken the task of. analyzing this theory from the standpoint of historical evidence. His conclusion is that the whole theory isa bogey (on a number of
counts) and should. be cast aside in order to clear the way fo.r more realistic
attacks on the many grave problems that face _our economy. itA theory that
canno~ explain the past cannot prellict the~ (p.213).
'
What is the theory of. "mature ,eooIiO~y"? Terborgh's own summary
- of it is as follows:
.
"Formerly youthful, vigorous, and expansive-the theory runs-the American
economy has become mature. The ft:ontier is gone. Population growth is tapering.
off. Our technology, ever increasing in complexity, gives less and less room. for
revolutionary inventions comparable in impact to the railroad, electric power, or
the automobile in earlier times. The weakening of these dynamic factors leaves
the economy with a dearth of opportunity for private i~vestment, which is increas-:
ingly confined to .the mere replacement of existing capital assets upon retirement.
This replacement, and such limited expansion as remains, can be financed largely
from depz.:eciation accruals and the retained earnings of business enterprises, hence
absorb little or no personal savings.. Meanwhile these savings. accumulate inexorably, unaffected by the attrition of investment opportunity, and pile up as.
idle funds for which there is no outlet in new physical capital, their accumulation
setting in motion a downward spiral of income a;.nd production. The decline of
investment for expansion which characterizes the mature.economy thus. precipitates
chr~nic oversaving, and ushers in an era of secular stagnation and recurring crises
from which there is no escape' except through the intervention of government,
which must either expand public investment or tax out of existence the excess
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savings which are poisoning the economy. In short, the private economy haS become a cripple and can survive only by reliance on the crutches of government
support.'
.

What does the evidence show? Terborgh's summary again gives the
evidence:
We have found no credible evidence that declining population growth has
been a cause of secular stagnation, either in this country or abroad, or that it has
even impaired the rate of economic progress. We have found nQ evidence that the
American economy in general has suffered from the passing of the frontier. Neither
have we discovered any confirmation of the alleged tendency for corporations to
finance an increasing proportion of their capital requirements from internal funds.
As for the dearth of great new industries, if there is such a dearth-which is far
from certain-it is not only much less important than the stagnationists believe;
it is admittedly a phenomenon unrelated to economic maturity. Historical and
statistical evidence fOT stagnationist tfteory is almost wholly lacking.

If one agrees with Terborgh that the theory of economic maturity is
a bogey, and it is hard to do otherwise after going through his imposing
and well-documented evidence, one wonders. why the theory had such a
vogue in the first place. The reason, however, is pretty clear. It came to
. full bloom in 1939, after government pump-priming had failed to get us
out of the depression of the early thirties and· after the deep recession of
1937. The theory presented ~ beautiful justification for bigger and bigger
governmental expenditures. ;Pump-priming had .failed, as indicated by the
disaster of 1937; so (belatedly) the theory was offered as an explanation of
,the entire depression: our economic machinery had suddenly run down and
become stagnant (after several centuries of vigorous 'growth), and there
was no hope for improvement other than through government spending.
It is a defeatist philosophy.
It would be premature to say that Terborgh has killed the bogey.
Bogies sometimes are not easy to kill. .
V ERN 0 N G. S 0 R R ELL
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